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ASHA Convention Wayfinding Graphics
Igniting innovation!

• Digital Design
• Environmental design

The ASHA Convention is an event held by the American Speech-Language-Hear-
ing Association, an association for those within the field of hearing and speech 
science, primarily within education. It is one of the largest professional develop-
ment events within this field, bringing in 15,000 attendees to each event. During 
my internship at Willwork Global Event Services, I designed large-scale, dynam-
ic environmental and wayfinding graphics for signage and booths that attendees 
would interact with throughout the event.





Garden of Healing Rotating Menu Concept
Putting a new spin on the menu.

• Brand identity
• Digital design

“Garden of Healing” is a conceptual restaurant that would serve ‘Ayurvedic cui-
sine’, which stems from a diet based on holistic medicinal practices that originate 
from India. I created an interactive rotating menu that would encourage discus-
sion and create memorable moments. Together with the restaurant’s new brand 
identity created to accompany this menu, Garden of Healing would stand to rep-
resent a place of wellness, balance, and togetherness for years to come.





Blanche A. Ames Elementary School Logo Identity
Showing your stripes!

• Brand identity
• Environmental design

The Blanche A. Ames Elementary School in Easton Massachusetts is a recent-
ly constructed school built to merge multiple of the town’s elementary schools 
together. I created a logo identity and mascot that would be used around the build-
ing and on merchandise. Through an iterative process, the school chose a defin-
itive version of the mascot, giving it the name “Stripes.” Touring the classrooms, 
I noticed drawings of Stripes created by students. Even though the school had 
only just opened, the logo was already leaving an impact.





“Minigolf plus Powerups” (Stylized as Minigolf + Powerups) is a print and play 
game I created that adds gameplay modifiers to the traditional game of minigolf, 
such as swapping places with other players or holding the golf club upside down. 
The game includes original never-before-seen systems to “roll dice” using the 
golf ball or golf pencils. That means no extra equipment is needed. All you have 
to do is print and play!

Minigolf + Powerups Game
What the putt?!

• Print Design
• Editorial Layout





Alternate Reality Monthly, abbreviated to A.R.M, is a zine I created to celebrate 
storytelling and the worlds that people dream up in their heads. These topics are 
explored through interviews, articles, and short stories. The brand embraces a 
very mismatched and maximalist design style, pulling together fonts and typog-
raphy from drastically different eras and styles, evoking the feeling of a publica-
tion issued across all time and space.

Alternate Reality Monthly Zine
Stories that take you places.

• Print Design
• Editorial Layout





Love Tropics Environmental Assets
Gaming for the planet!

• Digital Design
• Environmental design

Love Tropics is an organization that runs an annual fundraiser event within a vir-
tual game-world. Every year, as an organizer and texture artist, I lead teams of 
volunteers to help in the creation of these virtual event experiences. My role is to 
create pixel-art virtual representations of the same plants and animals we will be 
supporting in real life, which are used as an education tool throughout the event.





Teamwork CONNEXT Logo Identity
Putting retail installations on the map.

• Brand identity
• Digital design

Teamwork, a company known to many as a trusted partner in retail installation, 
produces and installs stunning transformative retail displays and remodels. I was 
tasked with creating a logo for Teamwork CONNEXT, the company’s in-house pro-
prietary web system that allows clients to review everything about their retail proj-
ects. I personally surveyed employees of Teamwork to gather valuable insight that 
would be used to build the framework of CONNEXTS’s visual refresh.
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“The Eye of Minds” Redesign Concept
The world is virtual; The danger is real.

• Print design
• Editorial Layout

“The Eye of Minds” is a young adult science fiction novel written by Author James 
Dashner. The novel follows a group of young hackers trying to take down a cy-
ber-criminal in a world where users can visit a lifelike VR simulation by stepping 
into metal “coffin-like” machines called NerveBoxes. This conceptual book cover 
redesign would draw in new readers with thought provoking visuals that help to 
better communicate the genre, while making use of the novel’s unique identity to 
highlight what truly sets it apart.
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